**Twenty Five Year Award**

**E998: Bulova Women's Logo Dial Watch.**
Women's two-tone stainless steel bracelet watch with round silver-tone dial imprinted with logo, date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and fold-over clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 26.0mm.

**E999: Bulova Men's Logo Dial Watch.**
Men's two-tone stainless steel bracelet watch with round silver-tone dial imprinted with logo. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and fold-over clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 40.0mm.

**E68: Riedel Wine Set.** "Vinum," the gourmet glass concept features a cabernet set that includes a decanter and 2 cabernet glasses.

**E994: Crystal Vase with Logo.** This crystal cylinder vase features 10" in height to display any beautiful array of floral arrangements. Note: The vase features an etched Yale University logo.

**E995: Duffel Piece with Medallion of Shield.** Ballistic nylon and leather sports bag with a large main compartment, zippered front compartment with multi-functional pockets, two large end pockets and a removable, adjustable padded shoulder strap. Dimensions: 24"L

**E996: Rosewood Mantel Clock with Medallion of Shield.** Napoleon II clock in rosewood finish with gold-plated accents. Engravable with Plate. Dimensions: 8.25"W X 4"H X 1.5"D. Weight: 3 lbs. Features the Yale University medallion.

**E997: In lieu of selecting a traditional gift, you may choose to have a tree planted in your honor on Yale's campus. Trees will be planted by Yale School of Forestry's Urban Resources Initiative. Yale groundskeepers will water and nurture the tree. Tree plantings are held in the fall and spring.**

**E413: Cuisinart Smart Stick Power Trio Blender.** This hand blender features a large 4-cup food processor attachment with feed tube; 400-watts of power; one touch on/off operation; stainless steel blending shaft; chopping blade; slicing/shredding disc; chef's whisk.

[Company Access Code: http://www.giftnetonline.com/]
E419: JBL Flip 3 Portable Speaker. Portable splash-proof Bluetooth speaker with powerful JBL sound, 2 passive radiators, 5-hour Li-ion battery. (Unit recharges via supplied micro USB cable.) LED light indicator.

E421: Nature Power Solar Power Pack with Lights. Complete portable solar kit for small power needs. 5000 mAh battery pack is equipped with 2 USB charging ports. The 3-watt semi-flex solar panel works to recharge the battery pack in 10-12 hours. Includes a portable and...

E428: Huffy "Granite" Men's Mountain Bike. This smooth riding 26" mountain bike features a hard tail steel frame and crafted for durability; steel crank; RSS Rigid Sport Series fork; Kraton grips; V-luxe 15-speed thumb shifting system; V-luxe 5-speed derailleur & weather resistant alloy rims.

E429: Huffy "Granite" Women's Mountain Bike. This smooth riding 26" mountain bike features a hard tail steel frame and crafted for durability; steel crank; RSS Rigid Sport Series fork; Kraton grips; V-luxe 15-speed thumb shifting system; V-luxe 5-speed derailleur & weather resistant alloy rims.

E431: Cuisinart "Marne" Dinnerware Set Service for 8. The set includes 8 dinner plates, 8 salad plates, 8 bowls and 8 mugs. Highly durable glazed porcelain. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

E433: Coleman 4-Person Dome Tent. The "Moraine Park" 4-person dome tent features a removable Murphy Shelf fold-down organizer which acts like a nightstand with a phone pocket. Fast Pitch system uses pre-attached color-coded pole hubs. Tent is 33% more water resistant.

E437: Vivitar Reflector Telescope. The telescope features 525x8mm deep space reflector, 700 focal length, 76mm aperture, 5x24 finderscope, 2x barlow lens and tripod. Note: Some assembly required.

E438: Tourneau Men's Watch. Men's Watch Gear black leather strap watch with yellow stitching and stainless steel case. Round black dial with yellow accents, date display, second hand sweep, buckle clasp, luminous hands and markers, Swiss quartz movement and water resistant to 30...

http://www.giftnetonline.com/

E441: GPX Bluetooth Turntable with Radio. Not your mom or dad's turntable. All-in-one turntable with Bluetooth, radio and stereo speakers has LED lighting, AUX-In, 60' of wireless range and a negative LCD display with backlight. It'll make you the envy of music lovers both.

E444: Sony Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player. Stream from 300+ entertainment services, play PlayStation Now games and Blu-ray disc movies - all from one device. Upscale content to near HD quality. Quickly load and start Blu-ray and DVD discs faster than ever. Share photos,


E456: Wilson Men’s Left Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The 3 piece men’s left hand set includes a 56-degree harmonized wedge, a 60-degree harmonized wedge and a putter.

E457: Wilson Men’s Right Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The 3 piece men’s right hand set includes a 56-degree harmonized wedge, a 60-degree harmonized wedge and a putter.

E458: Wilson Ladies’ Right Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The 3 piece ladies’ right hand set includes a 56-degree harmonized wedge, a 60-degree harmonized wedge and a putter.
E459: Charbroil Charcoal Smoker & Grill. Combination smoker, BBQ & grill for the "beginner" smoker. Compact design. You get complete control over smoked food via fire access doors, air dampers & a location for flavored wood chips. Has 430 sq. in. in total cooking space. Assembly required.

E460: GPX Bluetooth Soundbar. This 37", 2.1 channel wireless sound bar with built-in subwoofer will immerse you in home theatre sound from a slim profile. This model features Bluetooth capabilities, Aux-in, and Optical Audio input (cable included.)

E461: JBL Bluetooth In-Ear Headphones. Bluetooth 4.1 technology enables wireless connectivity. JBL Pro Audio Sound delivers a dynamic listening experience and ergonomic earpiece allows for great fit and comfort in your ears. Rechargeable battery offers 8 hours of performance. built-in mic

E465: Black & Decker Project Kit. 12V Max Lithium drill/driver kit features mid handle design for comfort and control and an LED light to illuminate work surfaces. Lithium Ion battery holds charge for 18 months. Includes 56 hand tools and accessories to help tackle any project. Includes carrying

E69: Gold Earrings. Make a fashion statement with these scalloped 14kt white and yellow gold hoop earrings. Earrings have a 21mm hoop and a 7mm post.

E74: Ruby Ring. Faceted oval ruby (.50ct.) ring highlights this sleek, elegant design with diamond accents in 10kt yellow gold. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

E76: Citrine Earrings. A delightful combination of color and sparkle, these dangling earrings feature a faceted trillion shaped citrine (7mm, 1.25ct. each) stone with two diamonds (0.005ctw. each) set in 14kt yellow gold with 7.5mm push back posts. The earrings have a drop of 16mm.

E77: Diamond Pendant. 14kt yellow gold and sterling silver 1" pendant accented by diamonds (.04ctw.) and suspended by a sterling silver 18" long cable chain.

http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E79: Pearl Earrings. Cultured freshwater 9.5mm pearl earrings with 14kt 6mm push back posts.

E118: Women's Gold Bracelet. Strands of 10kt yellow gold are braided and woven together to form this unique wheat chain bracelet. This bracelet is 7" long and 2mm thick.

E117: Women's Rope Bracelet. From day to evening, this triple strand rope bracelet in 10kt yellow and white gold with a lobster claw clasp is always the right choice. This bracelet is 7" long, 4mm wide, and 1.5mm thick.

E132: Howard Miller Entertaining Beverage Tub with Stand. Copper plated, galvanized steel tub offers hinged handles, is watertight and resists corrosion. Dimensions: 29"H X 21"W X 10.75"D. Note: Some assembly required. Beverages pictured are not included.

E144: Green Amethyst Ring. Striking cushion cut green amethyst ring (5.86ct.) is set in sterling silver, embraced with 14kt yellow gold and diamond accents (0.05ctw.). Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments. Ring measures 21.92mm wide X 27.15mm long. Please

Company Access Code:

E157: Kent Table Clock. Table clock features a mahogany color finish and battery-operated quartz movement. Made of solid American Poplar wood. Clock measures: 6"H X 11"W X 2.5"D.

E166: Tourneau Women's Watch. Watchgear women's stainless steel watch with black leather strap features a round white mother-of-pearl dial set with Swarovski crystals, mineral crystal and quartz movement. Water resistant to 100 feet.

E153: Aurora Shredder. Durable steel cutters shred documents up to 12 sheets of paper or 1 credit card per pass. Dedicated feed slots enable CD destroying. Includes an integrated 4.8-gallon pull-out wastebasket. Free-rolling 360 swivel casters allow for

http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E164: Men's Ring. Sterling silver and black onyx men's ring has a diamond (.02ctw.) accent. Available in ring sizes 7 to 13 in half size increments.

E174: Susan Blake Bangle. Understated, yet distinctively classic, this women's sterling silver bangle bracelet in a love knot design is complimented by a 14kt yellow gold ball. The bracelet is 7” long and 2mm thick.

E199: Shop-Vac 8 Gallon Wet / Dry Vac. Quiet operating vacuum features a tank drain, rear blower port, on-board tool storage, 12' power cord and a rugged stainless steel tank. Accessories include 7" X 1.25" friction fit hose, 3 - 1.25" wands, 10" wet dry nozzle, gulper, crevice tools.

E217: SOLO CheckFast Rolling Laptop Overnighter. A removable laptop sleeve that offers padded protection for laptops up to 16", and provides clear x-ray image allowing you to get through airport security faster. The back compartment features an overnighter section with elastic strap, &

E216: Diamond Pendant. A stunning addition to your necklace this 7 diamond cluster (0.10ctw.) is set in sterling silver with fine millgrain detail. The 7.5mm pendant is suspended from an 18" long rope chain and is 4mm thick.

E214: Blue Topaz Pendant. Pear shaped blue topaz (10x14mm, 6.6 ct.) pendant (0.5" long) with hints of heirloom styling in its design, is embraced by 26 white topaz (1.25mm) stones and a diamond (.008 ct) stone, set in sterling silver. Chain is 18" long.

E213: Blue Topaz Earrings. Add a splash of color to your look with these beautiful faceted 7mm blue topaz with diamond (.10ctw.) earrings, set in sterling silver on a leverback. The earrings have a 16mm drop and a 7mm post.

E210: Gold and Silver Earrings. Sterling silver earrings have a sassy, close fitting style that goes with any outfit. Braided rows of silver are highlighted by 14kt yellow gold with a snap bar closure.

Company Access Code: http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E209: Sterling Silver Bracelet. This sterling silver with 14kt bonded yellow gold bracelet has a sleek polished finish that is highlighted by a dangling sterling silver heart charm. Bracelet is 7.5" long.

E215: White Topaz Earrings. Framed in sterling silver, these hinged hoop earrings with 80 round white topaz (1.00mm) and 12 diamonds (0.005ct.), will be a cherished accessory. Each earring measures 14.8 long X 14.6mm wide.

E211: London Blue Topaz Ring. You too can feel like royalty in this stunning classic inspired Lady Diana ring. With a 12x10mm oval London blue topaz (5.75ct.) as the focal point, this master piece is surrounded by 16 round white topaz (1.60ctw.) stones in sterling silver. Available in ring sizes 4.5.

E212: Blue Topaz Ring. Spectacular sterling silver ring with three cushion cut Swiss Blue topaz (3.00ctw.) stones accented by diamonds (.06ctw.). Available in sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

E230: Green Amethyst Pendant. This round green amethyst has just the right touch of bling. With a green amethyst totaling 3.15 carats and a frame of white topaz (.19ctw.) set in sterling silver, this is sure to become one of your favorite fashion accessories. Pendant is 24mm

E229: Amethyst Ring. This seductive purple amethyst (1.35ct.) ring is set in sterling silver and is surrounded by diamonds (.12ctw.). Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

E252: Gold and Silver Earrings. Beautiful square shaped sterling silver earrings present a dazzling display of texture and sparkle. Featuring white topaz (.88ctw.) framed by 14kt yellow gold detailing, these earrings have movement as they dangle from push back posts. The earrings have a

E253: White Topaz Pendant. An all-purpose, yet luxurious fashion statement, transcends easily from daytime office wear to on-the-town special events. This white topaz (1.10ctw.) pendant is framed by textured sterling silver and is suspended from a cable chain. The chain

Company Access Code: http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E263: Cuisinart Juice Extractor. The Cuisinart juice extractor pitcher holds up to 16 oz., and is removable for easy cleaning. It has a cover with large feed tube, adjustable flow spout, mesh filter basket and blade assembly. Grinds fruits and vegetables and separates the pulp. The pitcher is 16 oz. in capacity.

E280: Pandora Bracelet. Pay tribute to a special moment in life with a beautiful sterling silver starter bracelet. Included is the daisy bead with pink enamel which is one of Pandora's most popular beads. The bracelet is 7.50" long and 3mm thick.

E290: Pearl Necklace. A strand of pearls is the perfect accessory for most occasions. Hand knotted along silken threads, this strand showcases luminescent 7.5mm thick white cultured freshwater pearls with a 14kt yellow gold filigree fish hoop clasp. The necklace is 17" in length.

E289: Pearl Bracelet. Sometimes the most classic and simple designs are the most stunning. Beautifully captivating 9mm thick cultured freshwater pearls are elegantly strung along this single row bracelet with a corrugated 14kt yellow gold clasp. The bracelet is 7" in length.

E299: DeLonghi Roto Deep Fryer. Achieve results with only half the oil usage by using the tilted rotating basket, with 1.5lb food capacity the fryer features an adjustable thermostat and indicator light, temperature can be set between 300-370 degrees. Don’t worry about over-frying, the digital timer keeps your food perfect.


E327: Anne Klein Women's Charm Bracelet Watch. Champagne dial charm watch features clear Swarovski Crystal accented charms, gold-tone case, charms and bracelet. The six charms feature a purse, shoe, heart, 4 leaf clover and AK logo. Water resistant to 100 feet. Band

E340: GPX 9" Portable DVD Player. The portable DVD player features a 9" LCD swivel screen, 3.5mm audio/video out, stereo headphone jack and a built-in 4-hour rechargeable battery. Plays DVD+R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW, JPEG CD, USB/SD port and AVI.

http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E347: Stamina "Avari" Oval Jogger. The "Avari" Oval Jogger with handlebar, resistance tubes and electronic monitor is a fun way to build your cardiovascular fitness, tone legs, abs, buttocks & back. The oval shape of the rebounding surface adds more stability and more exercise.

E350: Frigidaire Programmable Kettle. This stainless steel kettle features pro-select one-touch control programmable temperatures; keep warm option; cordless base and kettle memory (kettle remembers settings even when removed from the base); removable scale filter and.

E352: Black Three Piece Luggage Set. The luggage set includes a tote, 20" and 25" verticals. Expandable for extra packing capacity, in-line skate wheels and recessed retractable handle.

E356: Cubic Zirconia Ring. It's your time to sparkle and shine with this dazzling micro pave ring in sterling silver. With 202 - 1.0mm round CZs creating an endless sparkle, it is the definition of elegance and glamour. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

E383: Conair Extreme Steam Fabric Steamer. The upright fabric steamer features dual heat technology that brings water to a boil in the base, and then heats it again in the nozzle to release hotter steam. 1800 watts of power help eliminate dust mites and bed bugs. Concentrated

E405: Stanley 150-Piece Mechanics Tool Set. The set features all chrome vanadium steel components for strength and durability, each tool is marked in inches and metric for added convenience, and comes with a handy folding case for easy storage and portability.

E406: Vera Wang "Peplum" Vase. The Vera Wang "Peplum" vase pulls inspiration directly from the Vera Wang runway. An exploration of classic and dramatic silhouettes featuring dazzling diamond and linear cuts, Vera Peplum exemplifies the designer's modern aesthetic. 9" in height.

E407: Bulova Men's Watch. Men's gold plated bracelet watch with round gold-tone dial. Arabic numeral quarter hour markers, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and fold-over clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 38.0mm.

http://www.giftnetonline.com/
E408: Bulova Women's Watch. Women's gold plated bracelet watch with round gold-tone dial. Arabic numeral quarter hour markers, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and fold-over clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 30.0mm.